Experience unique one-on-one access to world-renowned thought leaders, visiting artists and mentors sharing conversation and feedback.

Apply to the Chautauqua School of Art Residency
Applications due March 2, 2022

Join us for seven weeks of critical discourse, studio time and a rare opportunity to experiment freely

The School of Art residency is the centerpiece of the Chautauqua Visual Arts (CVA). The School is an incubator of inclusive and expansive programming in the visual arts composed of group sessions and one-on-one time with lead faculty. Our pedagogy intentionally breaks apart the traditional methods that silo disciplines from each other. Instead, we embrace a full range of studio and pragmatic studies including professional development, the art of pedagogy, writing in the 21st century, archiving and the relevance of art history today.

The Chautauqua School of Art invites artists into the richness of our distinctive visual arts program that offers a range of opportunities we call the CVA experience. We welcome participants aged 21 and older without any education requirement to engage in an intergenerational, inclusive, and open experience that promotes possibilities through experimentation and expansive creativity in a brave space.
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